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Lionel Casson.  in the Ancient World. New Haven: Yale University Press, 
2001. 

This volume claims to be the «first full-s cale study   in the ancient 
world». It presents the beginning of libraries  the Near East  the third 

 B.C. to the Byzantine period,  the fourth and fifth centuries A.D., 
when Christianity spread and monasteries changed the course of library history. 

The author begins his study with Egypt and Mesopotamia, «the lands 
abundantly watered by great   where civilization arose and libraries had 
their beginnings. The tablets that date before 3000  C. show that archeological 
findings were remains of the Summerians who were gifted people of southern 
Mesopotamia, and the Egyptians were  far behind. The Nile River was  

with papyrus, a plant that the Egyptians made  a form of paper. Though the 
Near Eastern collections were part of their civilization they were the first to use 
some fundamental library procedures such as titles that identified the work, 
series were gathered and the creation of a rudimentary cataIogue. 

The library with selves full of books  all subjects and readers interested  

study all subjects awaited the coming of the Greeks. They initiated  high level 
 literacy and an abiding interest in intellectual endeavor» . The Iliad and the 

Odyssey with the other Greek poets made  the library holdings of the ancient 
Greeks. Figures  pottery show the teacher holding a roll that indicates the use 
of scrolls  teaching. The interesting fact is that   men were using the 
scrolls «the vase paintings ... frequently pictul"e women reading rolls, there 
unquestionably were literate women»   21).  the fifth century B.C. there were 
«booksellers»  Athens where books were for sale. This means that there were 
professionals that produced books. There were scriptoria that copied manuscripts 
for the consumer. Socrates mentions that books could be bought for a drachma 
at the agora. Aristotle  the third century B.C. had a large personallibrary that 
became the nucleus of the library of the newly created city of Alexandria, Egypt. 
Strabo  the first century B.C. states: «He (Aristotle) was the first  have put 

 of      kmgs o{ ifgypt    
    29) 

The library of Alexandria, founded circa 300 B.C., was the first of its kind 
and remained such throughout the ancient world. «The collection Aristotle put 
together, despite its extent and  was  personal,  tool for   

studies. The  ofAlexandria was comprehensive, embracing books ofall sorts 
from  and  was public, open  anyone with fitting scholarly ofliteralY 

  The Ptolemies, besides having temple and royallibraries, 
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fervently supported the Alexandrian Library, which became a center for collecting 
copies of books  all subjects and preserving them for future generations. The 
interest to preserve all kinds of books and nations is clearly indicated by ordering 
a Greek translation to the Old Testament  the second century B.C. which 
became known as the Septuagint. Alexandria became an intellectual new city and 
especially the founding of the famous Museum by Ptolemy 1. Museum  the 
ancient times was a  establishment, a temple for worship of the Muses 
and a place for the  of the arts and sciences. The members of the 
Museum were noted writers, pocts, scientists and scholars who were appointed 
by Ptolemy for  This center was a think-tank of the ancient world. 

There were two libraries  Alexandria: the major one serving the members 
of the Museum and a «daughter library» housed  the temple of the god of 
Serapis. One of the major problems was acquisition. Books were bought  

Athens and other parts of Greece and brought to Egypt. The newly-acquired 
books were stored  storehouses waiting for a preliminary accession procedure. 
The rolls had tabs attached bearing the author's name and ethnicity. The 
collection was a  research tool. The Ptolemies aimed to make the 
collection  repository of the Greek writings and a tool for research. 
For that reason they translated into Greek important works from other languages. 
The best-known example is the tranlation of the Greek OId Testament, the 
Septuagint, meaning  (for the tradition states that there were  

translators). This was to serve the Jewish community of Alexandria, that could 
 longer understand the Hebrew or Aramaic. During Ptolemy's rr time there 

490,000 rolls  the main library and 42,000  the «daughter  Adopting 
the work of Alexander for organizing the collection, Zenodotus further worked 
to organize a much larger collection. His great contribution to the  

is the use of «alphabetical order as  mode of organization». Aristophanes of 
Byzantium who was director·ca. 200-185 B.C. «read through all the books». At a 
competition of poets before the king he  all but one  the gl'Ound 

 The king called  him to  his case. Aristophanes rushed 
to the library and «relyingjust  mem01Y, from certain bookcases produced  

annful ofrolZs»  38). Another important  of the Alexandrian library, 
who made a compilation of the Pinakes, «Tables» or Tables  Persons Eminent 

  Branch of  together with  List of Their  an amazing 
Director of the Library  Alexandria, was Eratosthenes (245 to 205 B.C.). He 
was  gifted  astronomy and geography. He produced an accurate map of 
the then known worId. What is most astonishing about this person is that he 
measured the  of the earth missing  by200 miles. The Romans, . 
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when they conquered Egypt  30 B.C., kept the library and the Museum intact. 
The library came to an end  ca. 270 A.D. 

Another  Alexader's successors who created a library was Antiochus  

(222-187 B.C.). It was the famous library  Pergamum. The author made some 
illustrations  the library  Pergamum with dimensions and descriptions. The 
size of the colIectlon can be indicated by the anecdote that Antony handed over 
200,000 books  the Pergamum  to  as a gift . During the 
HeIlenistic period there were definitely   Athens, Rhodes and other 
cities.  Athens and Rhodes the library was connected to the Gymnasium, the 
center  physicaI and lntellectual exercise. It seems that more than one hundred 
cities had libraries connected to the Gymnaslums. At Athens the library lncluded 
a multitude  tragedies, comedies and playwrights and  Rhodes an important 
center for rhetorlcal studies; there was a library devoted to speeches, and essays 
dealing with politics and history. 

The author points out that the Etruscans  Italy about the  century B.C. 
adopted the Greek Alphabet and the Romans used it to develop for writing 
Latln. It was not until 240 B.C. that the first Latin works entered the historica] 
record . The Romans deve]oped their own   the Latin language and 
so the libraries  the Roman period always l1ad a Latin and a  collection. 
Books were either bought at the booksellers, which was a scriptorium, or 
imported books from Athens, Rhodes, Alexandrla or any  the great Greek 
centers. Cicero's first colIection came from Greece.  44 B.C. Julius Caesar built 
a Greek and Latin library for public use. The responsibility to organize and the 
task to build the library was entrusted to Marcus Varro. This vlsion was brought 
to fruition few years later by the statesman, commander, and poet Asinius  

This   a new beginning  the history of the  libraries.  28 B.C. 
Augustus bui]t the second   Rome. He compIeted the Temple   

and the Greek and Latin library adjoined to it, known as «the Palatine  

Some years later Augustus built a third public library  Rome that bore the 
name  Porticus Octaviae  honor  his sister and  memory  her son. This-

  C1 ivided-lnto Greek and Latin sections. The libraries  Rome 
were under The Dif'ectof'  the  who was responsible for the financial 
and managerial affairs. The public libraries  Rome acquired their books 
through donations but most through making copies and very few,  any, through 
purchase . There was  such thing as copyright  the ancient world so 
bookselIers borrowed manuscripts from the library and made multiple copies for 
sal e and pocketed the profits. The libraries were open the standard buslness 
hours, that is, from sunrise to "midday. The  libraries permitted borrowing. 
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There is an inscription  Athens that has  that contains the statement 
that the director decided to eliminate borrowing; the implication is that other 
libraries petmitted  

 30 A.D. Alexandria fell to Roman hands and its library not only kept  

but was expanded. Alexandria's rivallibrary, Pergamum, fell to Roman hands a 
century earlier. The provincial Iibraries contained the standard classics and the 
writings of the IocaI notabIes. Up  the second century A.D. the library 
holdings were aIl  the form of roIIs, some of parchment but the majority  

papyrus.  the beginning of the Middle Ages the parchment replaced the rol!. 
 membrane, meaning «skin», the Romans named the parchment containing 

works  their entirety. 
 385 A.D. Pamphilus put together a coIlection  the Church of Caesarea. 

Later Eusebius mentloned that Constantine ordered fifty copies of the Bible for 
the  of Constantlnople that became the nucIeus of the Library of the new 
capltal of the Roman Empire. Three major Iibrarles were  ConstantinopIe. 
Two were secular that is, the University library and the royallibrary attached to 
the palace. The University library   untiI the Middle Ages, whereas 
the royal library was destroyed when the city was taken over by the Turks  

1453. The third was attached to the PatrlarchaI seat and was predominantly a 
theological collection. The monastcries of the Patriarchate had Iibraries such as 
the monastery  the IsIand of Patmos that exists until today. The coIlections of 
the monasteries included a full representation of the Christian writings and the 
major pagan Greek and Latin authors. 

The present voIume is the story of the evolution of the library. It ls well 
written and documented. It contalns a wealth of information  the story of the 
book and the beginning of the art of writing. It gives us information about the 
public and private  and the usefulness for tl1escholar. It was amazing that 
the beginning of public   ancient Greece that Rome was lnherited also 
for the founding of the Christlan monastlc  It gives information  the 
buildings of the libraries-their structures and the science of organizing the books 

 the stacks. The author makes a great contribution to the deveIopment of the 
libraries and their connection to education and the advancement of the sciences. 

 highly recommend this book to students and scholars and especially to 
 

Protopresbyter GEORGE C. PAPADEMETRIOU 
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